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Summary
After almost a year of confinement due to COVID-19 related restrictions, NMBA organized a workshop for
MFI-CEOs on the theme "COVID-19 Pandemic and Role of NMBA" from 04 to 06 December 2020 in
Landmark Forest Park, Chitwan. The workshop presided over by the NMBA President, Mr. Basanta Raj
Lamsal deliberated on the expert presentation made by Dr. Biswo Poudel, Visiting Associate Professor,
Kathmandu University School of Management and Chief Economic Advisor, Confederation of Nepalese
Industries. The four invited panelists in the workshop were Dr. Gopal Dahit (Unique Nepal Laghubitta),
Mr. Prakash Raj Sharma (Laxmi Laghubitta), Dr. Sumitra Manandhar Gurung (Mahila Sahayatra Laghubitta)
and Mr. Num Nath Poudel (First Microfinance Laghubitta).
Several NMBA Executives assumed special roles in the workshop. Mr. Pramesh Acharya (Secretary)
welcomed all and later presented on the initiatives of the Joint Technical Committee (NRB/CIB/NMBA)
on credit information; Mr. Ram Hari Dahal (Vice-President) presented the updates on the Association; Dr.
Madan Ghimire (Member) revisited the MFI code of conduct; and Mr. Ram Bahadur Yadav (Secretary
General) facilitated the workshop participated in by 34 MFIs. The workshop sessions also included Learning
from Rwanda study tour, shared by Mr. Basanta Raj Lamsal and Core banking software developed by Nepal
Finsoft Company Ltd, which was presented by the CEO, Mr. Yuvraj Thapa.
The two overnights' residential event was planned blending together the recreation and business agenda for
providing the CEOs with an opportunity of formal and informal interactions on the current state of the
microfinance sector and to suggest on necessary steps by the MFIs individually as well as collectively in the
form of NMBA. The event partially supported by e-Sewa and Reliable Insurance proved to be an energizer
for the participants to move along with the COVID-19 pandemic.

Objective

Agenda and participation
The three-day residential program was designed to have minimum effect on the office routine of the
participants with the main sessions on Saturday. The main part of the workshop was the expert presentation
on the topic "NMBA and Economy: Going Forward" and panel discussion on the Role of NMBA. The
sessions were conducted in a semi-formal way and a socializing event (reception and dinner) with Tharu
cultural dance was also organized. The workshop was open to all microfinance financial institutions and a
total of 34 MFIs took part in the event. The participants arrived in the venue in the evening on Friday, 04 th
December, have had a full-day of engagement on Saturday and left in the morning on Sunday, 06 th
December. Those with extra time enjoyed elephant safari in the afternoon at their own cost. The workshop
agenda and list of participants are presented as Annex-1 and Annex-2 to this report.
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COVID-19 pandemic have had tremendous effect in all spheres of life and its' impact will be felt over the
time. After almost a year of work in tense situation and socializing online, NMBA encouraged the MFICEOs to come out of the state of isolation and socializing offline yet maintaining the social distancing
norms. The objective of the gathering was to discuss intensively on the potential role of NMBA together
with some of the burning agenda items and a bit of relaxation to get along with the pandemic in the days
ahead.
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Workshop sessions
Opening session
The workshop was opened by NMBA Secretary General in the
Facilitator role, Mr. Ram Bahadur Yadav, who invited NMBA
President, Mr. Basanta Raj Lamsal; expert presenter, Dr. Biswo
Poudel; and panellists, Dr. Gopal Dahit (Unique Nepal Laghubitta),
Mr. Prakash Raj Sharma (Laxmi Laghubitta), Dr. Sumitra
Manandhar Gurung (Mahila Sahayatra Laghubitta), and Mr. Num
Nath Poudel (First Microfinance Laghubitta) to take seat in the dais.
NMBA Secretary, Mr. Pramesh Acharya delivered the welcome
address and Mr. Basanta Raj Lamsal inaugurated the workshop
lighting the Panas, who also delivered the opening remarks.

NMBA update
Mr. Ram Hari Dahal (Vice-President) presented an update on various NMBA activities and summarised key
issues raised with NRB and MoF. Mr. Dahal also highlighted the achievements out of the NMBA efforts and
concluded his presentation recapitulating the key issues raised in the recent days. Key issues raised included:
provision of minimum one-year time extension on loan accounts, subsidy on agricultural loan, lump-sum
refinancing facility, renaming MFI as microfinance bank, one-door regulatory system, base rate for
determining interest rate, monthly or real-time CIB upload status reporting, 2% provision in current year
for gap in credit information upload, and representation on CIB Board.
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Expert presentation
Dr. Biswo Poudel presented on the topic "NMBA and Economy: Going Forward" that covered four aspects
in relation to NMBA agenda: Review of its' activities, Strengthening resource for research, Elevating
prominence, and Areas for contemplation in going forward. Dr. Poudel also presented some data from the
ongoing microfinance impact study commissioned by NMBA to CMF.
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Policy Advocacy, Capacity Building, and Research and Knowledge Management
NMBA activities in the captioned areas were examined for their relevance and additional measures in
reinforcing further. The relevance of policy advocacy could be established on several grounds. First,
international researches have now questioned on whether the MFIs improve people’s life the way it used to
be assumed. Second, the method that MFIs are employing - self sufficient business venture, sustainably
allowing lending - is now under attack for charging high interest rate. Third, policy makers keep on asking
awkward questions (most prominent is on the contribution of MFIs on GDP) forgetting that MFIs were
started as a socio-economic approach to poverty alleviation. They were supposed to Pareto improve
everybody involved: lenders, borrowers. In a country with a very bad history of borrowing constraint
(circumstances around the founding of Tejarath), the role that the MFIs are playing in providing financial
access to the poor and deprived could further be reinforced with enabling policy environment.

MFIs could build collective capacity to improve the results of their lending through several avenues. First,
the training events could be tailored to new demands, potentially in collaboration with bigger training
firms. Second, delivery could be sharpened for MSME loans, especially in COVID-19 context, which may
need some specialized knowledge now and going forward. Third, identifying and forging forward-backward
linkages and fostering the borrower’s base in those linkages.
Research can be tough to conduct and creating
data requires a lot of transparency. However, the
benefits can be enormous. MFIs may be able to
get better results in terms of creating new
(micro-) entrepreneurs, reducing interest rate
spread while at the same time maintaining profit
level. They should create newer methods in
resolving existing problems, e.g., to lessen
multiple borrowing and should ask for policy
intervention, if needed in resolving the problems.
Strengthening NMBA’s resource for research
It is always good to collaborate with existing institutions (e.g., CMF, IIDS) as they offer specialized service
and knowledge. Further, cooperation with NRB is a must and the economics and finance programs in
universities could be supported. The collaboration with CBS could have added advantage as no money needs
to be spent in generating new data, e.g., NLSS.

Dr. Poudel presented some data from the ongoing study "Evaluation of Impact of Microfinance Institutions
on Different Socioeconomic Aspects of Nepali Economy and Society." It highlighted, among others, the
impact of MFI on Maoist violence, crime against women, agricultural production, and firm registration. In
general, lower levels of violence and crime as well as higher levels of agricultural production and firm
registration were noted in areas with increased MFI penetration.
Elevating NMBA’s prominence at national level
NMBA was advised to fight back against bad publicity with evidence, collaborate with organizations like
SEJON to increase transparency, and use media wisely. Likewise, use of third party independent
researchers including the independent researchers in institutions the government is trying to create (like
PRI of Dr. Chaitanya Mishra) was advised.
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It is advised to analyze policy impact quickly and rationally. At present, policymakers also do not know the
impact of decreasing interest rate spread on several aspects, e.g., entrepreneurship formation, default rate,
women empowerment, total lending, rural agricultural outputs, etc. So, if they clamor for changes, one
should fight back with evidence. Again, perturbation of status-quo has winners and losers and one must
have a clear idea on these aspects.
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Going Forward
Some of the suggested agenda for NMBA to move ahead were as follows:
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 Harmonizing MFI practices: This can be
done either by the regulatory agency or by an
umbrella body of MFIs and examples of the practices
include skill training, business access, valuation of
borrowers, and determination of credit limit etc.
MFIs should create goals that match people’s
aspirations (like creating entrepreneurs, good
restaurants, good primary schools etc.) and
remember that development happens through such
channels.
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MFI institutional strengthening: The MFI businesses face the existential crisis due to increased
numerical presence of MFIs and entry of the banks directly into the microfinance business. Again,
there is attack on profit being made by MFIs. As such, MFIs should find niche positions (poverty
alleviation, ameliorating social environment for enterprises formation and growth) and ensure that
new firms are created. MFIs should also ensure healthy and sustainable profit and reduce
probability of catastrophic failures (e.g., reining in bad loans, correctly forecasting future of
different sectors etc.).



Facilitation in burning issues: The increase in NPL is not super alarming at this stage, but to prevent
meltdown in trust, MFIs must coordinate and formation of a credit collection agency together
might be a good idea. Given the sudden increase in the number of MFIs from 65 in 2075 to 90 in
2076 and again decrease to 79 in 2077 Ashwin, the M&A seems to be a natural process. However,
this process needs to be reviewed as to whether it is an outcome of the competition or the
regulation.



MFI market development: The MFIs have new markets in MSME sector post-COVID, in social
sectors, and in campaigns of the government (the biogas plant of 1990s can be air condition/
fridge/ washing machine etc. now).

Panel discussion
The invited panelists commended the expert presentation as well as appreciated the role played by NMBA
even during COVID crisis and put forth their suggestions.
Dr. Gopal Dahit (Unique Nepal Laghubitta) pointed
out the client identification, number of branches, and
staff retention as key issues where the MFI code of
conduct needs to be articulated. Dr. Dahit opined that
the gap in upload of credit information is not just
because of the fault of the concerned MFIs but also
because of the rigid system of CIB. He suggested for
bringing in the remaining MFIs also into NMBA
membership and developing packages targeting the
grown-up children of the MFI members so as to make
them the next generation of entrepreneurs.
Mr. Prakash Raj Sharma (Laxmi Laghubitta) reminded on the duty of the MFIs that of targeting poverty and
the noble work of social banking and change agent. Mr. Sharma suggested for collaborating with SEJON in
highlighting the MFI role in poverty reduction and stressed for the responsibility than the profitability. He
further suggested that MFIs should redesign their business model and increase productivity.
Dr. Sumitra Manandhar Gurung (Mahila Sahayatra Laghubitta) suggested to take COVID-19 pandemic as an
opportunity in developing youth entrepreneurship and requested for a study on impact of the pandemic in
the various MFI related sectors. Dr. Gurung also suggested NMBA for keeping tab on all data in relation to
credit information.

Taking part in the floor discussion on the expert presentation and the role of NMBA, Mr. Gangadhar
Pandey (Mahuli Laghubitta), Mr. Manoj Krishna Uprety (Swarojgar Laghubitta), and Mr. Chola Raj Sharma
(Chhimek Laghubitta) also expressed their views and concerns. The concerns related to client
identification, code of conduct, multiple lending, and issues related to timely update of credit information
in the CIB system.
Revisiting MFI c ode of conduct
Dr. Madan Ghimire (Executive Member) revisited the MFI code of conduct agreed in a 2018 workshop.
The ensuing floor discussion suggested several revisions on key aspects of staffing, member relation,
financial literacy, and miscellaneous items. It was agreed that NMBA would circulate the revised draft
version for further inputs and subsequent ratification by the member MFIs.
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Mr. Num Nath Poudel (First Microfinance Laghubitta) suggested NMBA to focus on resource generation
and give space for non-financial activities of the MFIs in its' annual reports. Mr. Poudel further suggested
for merger of NMBA and MIFAN and making CIB aware on the consequences that the MFIs are facing
because of their inability in timely uploading the credit information due to the system issues.
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Sponsored sessions
As the workshop was partially supported by two sponsors – e-Sewa and Reliable Insurance, they were
provided with dedicated time-slots of 45 minutes each. Mr. Roshan Lamichhane and Mr. Yubraj Sharma
presented respectively on their products and forged business links with the participants in the sidelines of
the workshop.
Recalling Rwand a
Mr. Basanta Raj Lamsal (President) shared in brief key learning from the Rwanda Exposure Visit
undertaken in January 2020 at the invitation of the Association of Microfinance Institutions in Rwanda. The
notable ideas, among others, were that the country has remarkably risen within a short span of time from its
dark past of genocide, the host Association has developed a strong presence in the country, and they have a
separate credit collection agency.
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Updat e on JTC initiatives
Mr. Pramesh Acharya (Secretary) updated the
forum on the genesis and initiatives of the Joint
Technical Committee on credit information
(NRB/CIB/NMBA). Mr. Acharya also briefed on
the key issues with uploading of the credit
information by the MFIs in the CIB system and
NMBA concerns put forth in the JTC meetings.
The floor suggested for the CIB system audit and a
high-level meeting with NRB on the issues.
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Presentation on core banking softwar e
Mr. Yuvraj Thapa (CEO-Finsoft) presented on the core banking software currently deployed in Vijaya
Laghubitta with a positive feedback. It has the scope of developing additional modules (e.g., Borrowing
Management, HR etc.) as per the client needs. Mr. Thapa also showcased a new tab-like device and opined
that the market for the company products is the MFIs themselves as they are the owners.
Closing session
As in the opening, NMBA President, expert presenter, and four panellists were invited to take seat in the
dais for the closing session. Mr. Chola Raj Sharma (Chhimek Laghubitta) and Dev Singh Bist (Manakamana
Smart Laghubitta) expressed their views on behalf of the participants. Mr. Sharma praised good efforts of
NMBA and advised using proper language in written communication as the small mistake could overcast all
good efforts. He suggested moving ahead with mutual cooperation and positive thinking. Likewise, Mr. Bist
thought the forum as timely but not much dealt on next steps. He stressed for product development and
diversification and suggested moving ahead establishing task force.

The expert presenter and panellists were presented with token of love by NMBA President and asked for
their views. Mr. Prakash Raj Sharma (Laxmi Laghubitta) thought that the event helped ice break and
encouraged to all come out of the state of isolation. Mr. Sharma thanked the expert presenter for his very
insightful presentation with a different taste and perspective on various aspects of proving and improving.
He encouraged all in becoming change agent moving ahead eliminating mal-practices of the sector and
joining hands in NMBA endeavour. Dr. Biswo Poudel thanked the organizers for the opportunity in sharing
his thoughts and reflected on how limited access to credit and poor economic situation forced families to
migrate in neighbouring countries in the past. Dr. Poudel thought that although MFIs have nominal
contribution in the total national financial transaction, their role and contribution need more publicity.
In closing the workshop, Mr. Basanta Raj Lamsal (President), thanked all for making the event a great
success with active participation, which has further energized the Association. Mr. Lamsal committed for
incorporation of the participants' suggestions, increased frequency of similar interactions and dissemination
of key issues and asked MFIs for regular feedback on what NMBA needs to do. He also reflected on recent
achievements out of NMBA advocacy and floated plans for convening a national-level policy seminar and a
dissemination event for impact study findings.

Outcome
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The workshop was a great success with several outcomes. The CEOs came together as a team to commit for
quality microfinance services in the COVID-19 context. They thoroughly discussed formally and informally
on the potential role of NMBA and agreed on principles of mutual collaboration, code of conduct, and in
developing meaningful MFI products. Finally, all have had fun, learning and a recharge for sustained
engagement in the industry and looked forward for similar gathering frequently.
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Annexes:
Annex-1: Workshop Program Schedule
Workshop Facilitator: Mr. Ram Bahadur Yadav, Secretary-General, NMBA
Day 1 – Friday, 04 December 2020
Arrival and Registration
19:00

Dinner

Day 2 – Saturday, 05 December 2020
08:00

15:15

Breakfast
Welcome Speech
Mr. Pramesh Acharya, Secretary, NMBA
Inauguration and Opening Remarks
Mr. Basanta Raj Lamsal, President, NMBA
NMBA Update
Mr. Ram Hari Dahal, Vice-President, NMBA
NMBA and Economy: Going Forward
Dr. Biswo Poudel, Economist and Associate Professor, Kathmandu University
Refreshment
Panel Discussion on Role of NMBA
Comments from the invited CEOs and floor
Lunch
Panel Discussion on Role of NMBA - continued
Comments from the invited CEOs and floor
Revisiting MFI Code of Conduct
Dr. Madan Ghimire, Executive Member, NMBA
Refreshment

15:30

Sponsored Session 1: e-Sewa

16:15

Sponsored Session 2: Reliable Life Insurance

17:00

Recalling Rwanda

09:30
09:40
09:45
10:00
11:30
11:45
13:00
14:00
14:30

- Tharu Cultural Dance Program
- Reception and Dinner
Day 3 – Sunday, 06 December 2020
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17:30
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08:00

11:00

Breakfast
Update on JTC initiatives and issues on credit information
Mr. Pramesh Acharya, Secretary, NMBA
Presentation on Core Banking Software developed by Finsoft
Mr. Yuvraj Thapa, CEO, Nepal Finsoft Company Ltd.
Closing of the Workshop

12:00

Early Lunch and Departure / Recreation Program – Canoeing or Elephant Safari (Self-payment basis)

09:00
10:00

Annex-2: List of Participants
Participant Name

Contact No

Email

Dr. Biswo Poudel

9851147844

bpoudel@berkeley.edu

Basanta Lamsal
Ram Hari Dahal
Ram Bahadur Yadav
Pramesh Acharya
Debendra Bahadur Basnet
Indra Kumar Shah
Ash Narayan Chaudhary
Prem Bahadur Pathak
Dr. Madan Ghimire

9851114424
9851177836
9847050306
9851046162
9842626494
9848561111
9852027593
9857021017
9851055156

blamsal@vlbs.com.np
dahalrh@yahoo.com
rambdryadav@gmail.com
pramesacharya@gmail.com
basnetdebendra44@yahoo.com
iindra_shah@yahoo.com
ashnarayan@forward.org.np
prempathak021@gmail.com
consultancym@gmail.com

Numa Nath Poudel
Prakash Raj Sharma
Dr. Sumitra Manandhar Gurung
Dr. Gopal Dahit

9851036816
9851131491
9851041075
9851119139

numanath@gmail.com
prakash.sharma@laxmilaghu.com.np
sumitramgurung@gmail.com
gdahit.un@gmail.com

Rajesh Sharma
Badri Prasad Dulal
Chola Raj Sharma
Binod Acharya
Shiva Prasad Gyawali
Badri Adhikari
Kunna Narayan Chaudhari
Kiran Kunwar
Dipak Prasad Pandey
Dilip Kumar Pokharel
Prabin Lama
Sanjay Kumar Mandal
Ganga Dhar Pandey
Dev Singh Bist
Satya Deo Raut
Ram Prasad Panthi
Keshab Kumar Paudel
Sajal Khadka
Rajendra Neupane
Jeevan Khanal
Manoj Krishna Uprety

9852033124
9855067432
9857028284
9851054355
9857033274
9851228827
9848427924
9856045514
71-437529
9856060540
9851236066
9802796002
9841039147
9857017317
9854025088
071-438513
9851186846
9856014250
9842099473
9851076671
9855062337

info@adarshamicrofinance.com
badridulal@gmail.com
Cholarajsharma@chhimekbank.org
binach@gmail.com
shisus.reeju@gmail.com
badri.adhikari2016@gmail.com
ghodighoda.microfinance_2072@yahoo.com
kiran.rmfi@gmail.com
dipak.ngbbl@gmail.com
dilip@gss.org.np
prabininfinity@gmail.com
sanjaymandal.jbs@gmail.com
gangadhar.pandey@mslbs.com.np
manakamanalbs@gmail.com
mithilabank@yahoo.com
ram@rsdcmf.com
kkpaudel1966@gmail.com
sajal.khadka@sparshamicrofinance.com
suryodayalagubitta@gmail.com
swastik.ceo@gmail.com
krishnamanoj_uprety@yahoo.com

Yuvraj Thapa
Gokarna Bhandari
Prem Manandhar

9802030203
9841841045
9808901082

yuvraj.thapa@finsoft.com.np
gbhandari@nmba.org.np
pmanandhar@nmba.org.np
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Sr
Institution Name
Invited Guests and Experts
1 Kathmandu University
NMBA Executive Committee
1 Vijaya Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
2 Mero Microfinance Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
3 National Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
4 Womi Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
5 Summit Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
6 NRN Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
7 FORWARD Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
8 Unnati Sahakarya Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
9 Samata Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
Participant MFIs (Commentator Role)
1 First Microfinance Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
2 Laxmi Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
3 Mahila Sahayatra Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
4 Unique Nepal Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
Participant MFIs
1 Adarsha Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
2 Asha Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
3 Chhimek Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
4 Civil Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
5 Deurali Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
6 Gharelu Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
7 Ghodighoda Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
8 Global IME Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
9 Grameen Bikas Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
10 Grameen Swayamsewak Laghubitta Bittaya Sanstha Ltd.
11 Infinity Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
12 Jeevan Bikas Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
13 Mahuli Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
14 Manakamana Smart Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
15 Mithila Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
16 RSDC Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
17 Sabaiko Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
18 Sparsh Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
19 Suryodaya Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
20 Swastik Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
21 Sworojagar Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha Ltd.
Staff
1 Nepal Finsoft Company Ltd.
2 Nepal Microfinance Bankers' Association
3 Nepal Microfinance Bankers' Association
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